
Russian
with Sasha

Lesson 1
Здравствуйте!



� What will you learn in this lesson? �

Hello, Reader! Get ready to learn some of the basics with me — Sasha! In this 
lesson, you are going to learn how to greet someone and ask them how they 
are. You will also learn about basic grammar topics including personal  
pronouns, asking simple questions, and gender.

Make sure that you study the vocabulary words listed in the Словарь section. 
Also, make sure you complete the exercises in the Упражнения section! :) This lesson has a 
great Культура section that teaches you about borsch!

I hope you enjoy this lesson! Remember to study, study, study!!!

Пока! 
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Sasha is on his way through the city to buy some groceries. On his way, he runs into two 
people. He first encounters Olya, an acquaintance of his. After having a quick chat with Olya, 
he encounters Victor, one of his good friends, at the market.

You will notice that Sasha speaks to Olya and Victor differently. He uses formal language with 
Olya, because he doesn't know her well. He uses informal language with Victor, because they 
are good friends.

(1) Sasha and Olya (2) Sasha and Victor

Sasha Здра�вствуйте, О� ля! Sasha Приве�т, Ви� ктор!
Hello, Olya! Hi, Victor!

Olya Здра�вствуйте, Са�ша! Victor Приве�т, Са�ша!
Hello, Sasha! Hi, Sasha!

Sasha Как дела� ? Sasha Как твои�  дела� ?1

How are you? How are you?
Olya Спаси� бо, хорошо� . А как ва�ши дела� ?1 Victor Хорошо� . А твои� ?

I'm good, thank you. And how are you? Good. And you?
Sasha То� же хорошо.2 Sasha То� же.2

I'm also good. I'm good too.
Olya До свида�ния! Victor Пока� !

Good bye! Bye!
Sasha До свида�ния! Sasha Пока� !

Good bye! Bye!

1. Как ваши дела? and Как твои дела? both mean the same thing, but the first is formal 
and the second is informal. You may use Как дела? All of these phrases literally mean "How 
are things?" or "How are your matters?"
2. То� же means also or too. One may say Я то� же or simply То� же for "Me too."
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❶ Personal pronouns

It's time for us to learn the personal pronouns. There are two 
different words for "you", which will be explained further 
below.

SINGULAR PLURAL

I я We мы

You
informal ты

You вы
formal вы

He он

They они�She она�

He оно�

There are two forms of singular "you". One form (ты) is 
informal, while the other (вы) is formal. When Sasha spoke 
to Olya, he used вы because he doesn't know her well. 
When he spoke to Victor, he used ты because they are good 
friends. You use the formal form (вы) with people that you 
don't know, or people you wish to show respect to. You use 
the informal form (ты) with people that you know well 
(friends) or children.

You didn't actually get to see ты and вы used in our two 
dialogues. However, you DID notice different vocabulary!

Здра�вствуйте! Hello! (formal, вы)

Приве�т. Hi! (informal, ты)

Как ва�ши дела� ?1 How are you? (formal, вы)

Как твои�  дела� ?1 How are you? (informal, ты)

До свида�ния! Good bye! (formal, вы)

Пока� ! Bye! (informal, ты)

1. In these sentences, ваши and твои are possessive adjectives of вы and ты respectively. 
They translate to "your": ваши = your (вы) and твои = your (ты). These sentences are 
literally: "How (are) your affairs?" or "How are your matters?" You may leave out ваши and 
твои and instead simply say: Как дела� ?
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Basic words

да yes

нет no

э�то this/that/it is

вот here/there is

Спаси� бо Thank you

Пожа�луйста You're welcome/ 
Please
(pronounced without 
уй: [пожалста])

Numbers

оди� н 1

два 2

три 3

четы� ре 4

пять 5
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❷ Simple questions

In our two dialogues, you got to see one question word: как 
(how). You saw it the phrase 'Как дела� ?' which translates to 
"How are you?" Let's learn some more simple question words 
and use them with the pronouns that we learned! :)

где where
что what (pronounced as [што])

Что э�то?
Э� то чай.

What is this?
This is tea.

Что э�то?
Э� то молоко� .

What is this?
This is milk.

Где Влади� мир?
Вот он.

Where is Vladimir?
There he is.

Где Ната�лья?
Вот она� .

Where is Natalia?
There she is.

Где меню� ?
Вот оно� .

Where is the menu?
Here it is.

Notice how we answered all of the questions above with two primary words: э�то and вот.

Э� то translates to "this is", "that is", or "it is." 
Вот translates to "there is" or "here is."

Russians often leave out the verb "to be", so you simply say 'э�то X' for "this is X" and 'вот X' 
for "there is X." This also applies to personal pronouns and nouns. Let's say you want to say "I 
am Russian", you would simply say 'Я ру�сский' which is literally "I Russian", but is understood 
as "I am Russian."

There is one form of the verb "to be" that is still commonly used today. This form is есть. It 
means "is" but is commonly understood as "there is" or "(something) exists."

Ко� фе есть?
Есть.

Is there coffee?
Yes, there is.

Чай есть?
Нет.

Is there tea?
No, there isn't.
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No articles 'a' or 'the'
Russian does not have the articles 'a' 
or 'the'. This means that меню�  can 
be understood as "a menu" or "the 
menu."

Expressing 'am, is, are'
Russian often leaves out the verb "to 
be." To say X is Y, you simply say X Y.

Я ру�сский. 
I am Russian

Он америка�нец. 
He is American.
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❸ Gender

There are three genders in Russian: masculine, feminine, 
and neuter. You have already seen examples of gender in the 
personal pronouns:

He (masculine) он

She (feminine) она�

It (neuter) оно�

Gender is extremely important in Russian because three major things depend on it:

(1) Adjective endings
Adjectives change their endings depending on the gender of the noun they are describing.

хоро� ший ма�льчик a good boy (masculine)

хоро� шая де�вочка a good girl (feminine)

хоро� шее де�ло a good cause (neuter)

(2) Past tense endings
Past tense verbs add -а for feminine nouns and pronouns; and -о for neuter nouns and 
pronouns. Masculine nouns are pronouns don't have an ending.

Он был He was (masculine)

Она�  была� She was (feminine)

Оно�  бы� ло It was (neuter)

(3) Pronouns
You must use the correct pronoun when referring back to a noun. The pronoun you use 
depends on that noun's gender.

Где стол? Вот он. Where's the table? There it is.

Где кни� га? Вот она� . Where's the book? There it is.

Где окно� ? Вот оно� . Where's the window? There it is.
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Не забу�дьте!
(Don't forget!)

There are three genders in Russian: 
masculine, feminine, and neuter. You 
must remember the gender of each 
new noun that you learn!
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❹ Identifying the gender of a noun

In this section we're going to learn how to identify the gender 
of nouns, using simple rules.

Masculine nouns
→ All nouns that end in a hard consonant or a soft unpaired 
consonant (ч щ й).
дом "house" врач "doctor" музе�й "museum

ма�льчик "boy" борщ "borsch" чай "tea"

→ All natural masculine nouns that end in -а/-я.
дя� дя "uncle" мужчи� на "man" Ники� та "Nikita 

(name)"

→ Some nouns that end in -ь.*
день "day" царь "czar"

Feminine nouns
→ Nearly all nouns ending in -а/-я.
же�нщина "woman" земля�  "earth"

→ Some nouns that end in -ь.*
дверь "door" мать "mother"

Neuter nouns
→ Nouns that end in -о/-е/-ё.
сло� во "word" зда�ние "building" ружьё "gun"

письмо�  "letter" мо� ре "sea"

→ Several nouns that end in -мя.
вре�мя "time" и� мя "name" пла�мя "flame"
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Запо� мните!
(Remember!)

*Nouns that end in a soft sign (-ь) 
may be masculine or feminine! You 
simply have to remember the 
gender of these nouns. They can't be 
guessed!!!*
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америка�нец n "American (male)"
америка�нка n "American (female)"
борщ n "borsch; beetroot soup"
брат n "brother"
вино�  n "wine"
во� дка n "vodka"
вот part "here/there is"
врач n "doctor"
вре�мя n [neuter] "time"
вы pro "you (formal, plural)"
газе�та n "newspaper"
где adv "where"
гости� ница n "hotel"
грамма�тика n "grammar"
да adv "yes"
два numb "two"
дверь n [feminine] "door"
де�вочка n "girl"
де�ло n "affair; matter; concern" (plural: дела� )
день n [masculine] "day"
диало� г n "dialog(ue)"
дом n "house"
дочь n "daughter"
дя� дя n [masculine] "uncle"
есть v "is; there is; it exists"
же�нщина n "woman"
журна�л n "magazine"
зда�ние n "building"
здра�вствуйте "Hello"
земля�  n "earth"
и� мя n [neuter] "name"
как adv "how"
ка�рта n "map"
кни� га n "book"
ко� фе n [masculine] "coffee"
культу�ра n "culture"
ма�льчик n "boy"
ма�ма n "mom; mama"
мать n "mother"
меню�  n [neuter] "menu"
молоко�  n "milk"
мо� ре n "sea"
Москва�  n "Moscow"
мужчи� на n [masculine] "man"
музе�й n "museum"
мы pro "we"

нет "no; not; there isn't"
оди� н numb "one"
окно�  n "window"
он pro "he"
она�  pro "she"
они�  pro "they"
оно�  pro "it"
оте�ц n "father"
па�па n [masculine] "dad; papa"
парк n "park"
пи� во n "beer"
письмо�  n "letter"
пла�мя n [neuter] "flame"
пожа�луйста "You're welcome; Please; don't mention 
it"
пока�  adv "for the time being"; "Bye"
приве�т "Hi"
пять numb "five"
Росси� я n "Russia"
рубль n [masculine] "ruble; rouble"
ружьё n "gun"
ру�сский adj "Russian"
свида�ние n "meeting; date"
до свида�ния "Good bye"
сестра�  n "sister"
слова�рь n [masculine] "dictionary"
сло� во n "word"
спаси� бо "thank you"
стол n "table"
сын n "son"
такси�  n [neuter] "taxi"
телефо� н n "telephone"
то� же adv "too; also"
три numb "three"
ты "you (familiar)"
упражне�ние n "exercise"
хоро� ший adj "good"
хорошо�  adv "good"
царь n [masculine] "czar"
чай n "tea"
четы� ре numb "four"
что pro "what"
щи n "cabbage soup"
э�то pro "this/that/it is"
я "I"
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Борщ

Hello, Reader! This is Sasha, and this is the Культура section! In this lesson's culture section, 
we are going to learn about борщ (borsch, borshch, borscht). It is a popular soup in Eastern 
and Central Europe!

The main ingredient: beetroot
The main ingredient of borsch is beetroots. These give the soup a reddish-purple color and its 
other name "beetroot soup." Beetroots are one of those vegetables that some people love 
and some people hate. When I grew up, I hated them! I thought they were GROSS! But they 
really don't taste bad ;).

Hot or cold borsch
Borsch may be served hot or cold. Hot borsch is the most popular. It is almost always made 
with a beef or pork broth, and may be served with other vegetables such as potatoes, carrots, 
and peppers. It may be eaten as a meal itself, or as a side dish.

Meatless borsch recipe
Serves about 8.

Ingredients
2 cups shredded, peeled beets
1 cup shredded carrots
1 cup chopped onions
About 14 ounces of beef broth (or pork)
2 cups chopped cabbage
1 tablespoon of butter
1 tablespoon of lemon juice
Sour cream (optional)

Directions
1. Pour 14 ounces of broth into a pot.
2. Add the beets, carrots, and onions and cook uncovered for 20 minutes.
3. Add the cabbage and butter, and cook for another 20 minutes.
4. Shut off stove. Stir in lemon juice, and allow the borsch to set for an hour or so.
5. Serve hot or cold. Try serving with sour cream. Refrigerate the leftovers (they still taste 
wonderful!)
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Here's me fixing to eat some borsch!
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 True or False?
1. Привет is an informal alternative to Здравствуйте. T - F
2. "You" may be translated as ты or вы. T - F
3. There are no words that translate to 'a' or 'the' in the Russian language. T - F
4. Russians do not add 'am', 'is', or 'are' in most sentences. T - F
5. Adjectives change their endings depending on the gender of the noun they modify. T - F

 Translate to English
6. Здравствуйте!

 _________________
7. Где книга?

 _________________
8. Хорошо.

 _________________
9. Что это?

 _________________
10. Это телефон.

 _________________

 Translate to Russian
11. Where is the hotel?

 _________________
12. What is that?

 _________________
13. That is a map.

 _________________
14. Thank you.

 _________________
15. You're welcome.

 _________________

 Which gender is it? List the gender of the following words.
16. борщ _________________
17. водка _________________
18. время _________________
19. дверь _________________
20. здание _________________
21. меню _________________
22. музей _________________
23. слово _________________
24. царь _________________
25. чай _________________
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 Answers
1. T
2. T
3. T
4. T
5. T
6. Hello!
7. Where's the book?
8. Good.
9. What is this/that/it?
10. This/that/is a telephone.
11. Где гостиница?
12. Что это?
13. Это карта.
14. Спасибо.
15. Пожалуйста.
16. masculine
17. feminine
18. neuter
19. feminine
20. neuter
21. neuter
22. masculine
23. neuter
24. masculine
25. masculine


